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Undergoing magic!- the sparkling world
Fairies are the dream of every child. We all want

to meet fairies at least once, right? but have you

ever seen one? Certainly not. Never mind, you can

just read what happened with Candy and see, or at

least imagine how it feels to see a fairy. Candy

claims it to be a very overwhelming experience,

and you can also experience it!

I was a grown-up but a kiddish girl. I always

used to be in dreamland. I thought that

someday the beautiful fairy, wearing a clean,

sparkling white dress, with a magical wand

and a beautiful shiny crown will come to me

along with a unicorn whose hair and tail would

be colorful. People liked to avoid me because

of my behavior, but who cares, my imagination

is my ever-long partner. ( Do review if you

like my positive attitude:)



Now, I used to go to the Down Valley park

near my place every day, and also had an ice

cream which keeps me alive. Actually, the

shopkeeper is a magician( a magician who

doesn’t perform magics but makes ice creams

instead. He had recognized me so well that he

kept my favorite unique-orn ice cream at the

same time, i.e. 5pm before I grabbed it with

great happiness. Do you know what was unique

about that ice cream?

● Its cones were colorful.

● It had 7 different flavors in every corner

of it.

● It had colorful candies at the center (

just like me).

● It looked as if eating a galaxy.

And if you’re worrying, then lemme tell

you that I worked out enough after having

the ice- cream.



So, I was having the ice cream, as usual,

reading my favorite fairy tale. I was so

obsessed with it that whenever I read it,

I felt that I had a fairy really beside me.

I closed my eyes with colorful surprises,

shimmer and a bit of tear in some corner

of it. I felt someone patting me. Oh! Was

it a dream, I opened my eyes, and there

was…… there was…… there was no one! I

sighed as I was lowering my eyes to

continue reading when I saw someone!!!!!!

YES.

Was I daydreaming again? Possibly. I got

up and approached the beautiful lady

looking just like the fairy explained

earlier. I went to her and pinched myself

to believe my eyes and she was it, she was

standing in front of me! I told her that

she was beautiful and left because I knew



that she’s a human dressed as a fairy. As

I turned around, I saw her sitting on the

bench where I left my book. I was

curiously shocked! Still, I went to the

bench and started reading. She asked my

name, and I replied, she started laughing,

not as in making fun but loving my name-

CANDY!

Being a bit scared, I asked her how she

could change her position within a second!

She answered- “ I am a fairy”. I wanted

to believe her but said-” Please stop

kidding me”. She answers-” People want

me only in their childhood when their

Minds are clean. But as they grow up, they

crowd their mind up with stress and

anxiety to forget that when the Almighty

wants, there’s no logic, only magic. And I

know you still believe in magic, but magic



is not imaginary, it happens in reality. I

hope you’ll aware the people tobforget

the stress when nothing can be done.

Taking stress will change nothing, so just

leave it on the almighty, and maybe

logically or magically, you’ll be happy.

Magics can change the world, it can make

anyone happy, and the person who believes

in magic will himself see the magic happen

around him. Magics do exist but only when

people believe in them. Magic doesn’t

mean flying people or walking snowmen,

but something that boosts you, some

vibes that are so positive which can make

you happy from top to bottom. Magic

makes the negative areas blank and the

positive areas are obviously evergreen.”

Her words lit my eyes. I was left

fascinated. I just wanted to clap when



she vanished. Still, I hope that not only

me but you too will understand what magic

means .

- Siya Rajuka

** For more such books which listen to your

heart, visit

https://www.amazon.com/author/siya_author
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